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Abstract

Introduction: Bilateral common iliac aneurysms that extend to the distal portion cannot be readily treated with standard endografts. A common strategy for unilateral iliac aneurysms is to embolize and cover the internal iliac on the side of the aneurysm, but this strategy is associated with significant side effects. The coil/cover approach is particularly undesirable for bilateral iliac aneurysms. The recent introduction of the Gore Iliac Branch Endoprosthesis (IBE) facilitates preservation of flow to the internal iliac. In this paper, we describe the first reported case of using two IBE devices to treat a patient with bilateral iliac aneurysms.

Case Presentation: A 75-year old male presented with asymptomatic bilateral common iliac aneurysms. He was treated with bilateral Gore Excluder® Iliac Branch Endoprostheses. The patient tolerated the procedure well and follow-up imaging showed no endoleak and patency of all relevant arteries.

Discussion: Bilateral common iliac aneurysms which extend to the distal iliac pose a problem because the traditional coil/cover strategy can lead to symptoms such as sexual dysfunction and buttock claudication. There are several other methods of treating this subset of aneurysms, including iliac branch devices (IBDs). The early literature on the use of IBDs is promising. This case presentation demonstrates that bilateral IBDs can be successfully used in patients with suitable anatomy.
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Introduction

Bilateral common iliac aneurysms that extend to the distal portion cannot be readily treated with standard endografts. A common strategy for unilateral iliac aneurysms is to embolize and cover the internal iliac on the side of the aneurysm, but this strategy is associated with significant side effects. The coil/cover approach is particularly undesirable for bilateral iliac aneurysms. The recent introduction of the Gore Iliac Branch Endoprosthesis (IBE) facilitates preservation of flow to the internal iliac. In this paper, we describe the first reported case of using two IBE devices to treat a patient with bilateral iliac aneurysms.

Case Presentation

A 75-year-old male presented with asymptomatic bilateral common iliac aneurysms, which were discovered incidentally during workup for bladder infection. The patient had a history of obesity, stroke, myocardial infarction, and severe congestive heart failure. He had an automatic internal cardiac defibrillator (AICD) placement and was on chronic warfarin therapy. On exam, his abdomen was obese. His iliac aneurysms were not palpable. He had strong femoral pulses, and his lower extremities were well perfused. His CT angiogram demonstrated a small aortic aneurysm, a 4.2 cm left common iliac aneurysm (CIA), and a 2.3 cm right CIA which extended into the internal iliac (Figure 1A and 1B). The internal iliac aneurysm measured 3.1 cm. The patient was deemed to be too high risk for open repair. Rather than sacrifice either internal iliac, we proceeded with bilateral iliac branch endograft repair using two Gore Excluder® Iliac Branch Endoprostheses (IBE). The Gore IBE is indicated to be used in conjunction with the Gore Excluder aortic device. The IBE is designed to mate with the aortic device to achieve full exclusion of both the aortic and iliac
aneurysmal components.

Bilateral percutaneous femoral access was achieved. The Gore IBE has a two-wire system, one for the center channel and another which was pre-cannulated through the iliac branch gate. Both wires were passed through the left femoral artery into the common iliac, using a 16-French Gore Dryseal® sheath. The pre-cannulated wire was snared from the right groin, following which the IBE device was passed into the left common iliac (Figure 2A, 2B and 2C). The IBE was partially deployed to expose its main body and the internal iliac gate (Figure 2D). Following this, with the crossing wire held under tension, a 12-French sheath was passed from the right side into the internal iliac gate (Figure 2D and 2E). The left internal iliac was then cannulated and the internal iliac stent-graft deployed (Figure 2F and 2G). The crossing 12-French sheath was then removed (Figure 2H). The mirror-image process was carried out on the right side, taking care to ensure a seal beyond the right internal iliac aneurysm. At this time, we noted that the left internal iliac stent-graft had migrated distally (Figure 3A), reducing the seal zone in the gate. For this reason, we re-accessed the left IBE from the right and placed a second internal iliac stent-graft (Figure 3B). Once the IBEs were in place, a standard Gore aortic endograft was deployed just below the left renal artery (the lower of the two). Right and left bridge pieces connecting the aortic endograft to the IBEs were then deployed. An angiogram demonstrated a successful outcome, with wide patency of both renal arteries and both internal iliacs, with no endoleak (Figure 4). The patient tolerated the procedure well. Follow-up imaging showed that the grafts were patent with no endoleak present (Figure 5A and 5B).
Discussion

Iliac aneurysms (IA), either bilateral or unilateral, appear along with abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) in 20-30% of patients [1]. In cases where the aneurysm reaches the distal portion of the common iliac, a traditional stent-graft is not an option as there is no location for adequate seal within the common iliac.

One solution to this problem is to extend the graft into the external iliac artery. This requires embolization of the internal iliac to prevent Type II endoleak, and it effectively cuts off blood flow to the internal iliac artery. Blocking the internal iliac can have adverse effects such as buttock claudication and sexual dysfunction. Sexual dysfunction can affect 15-60% of patients with unilateral internal iliac coverage and 80% of patients with bilateral coverage [2]. Buttock claudication was found to occur in 28-38% of patients on the side of embolization [3,4]. Many surgeons have adopted the approach that the embolization/cover strategy is acceptable if it can be limited to one side. However, even unilateral internal iliac coverage is not free of morbidity.

Another option is open surgery. Quite often, however, patients, such as the one discussed in this case report, have substantial comorbidities which make open surgery too risky. The other option is to perform an endovascular procedure that includes revascularization of the internal iliac. There are a few options when it comes to such revascularization. First, a surgical bypass that connects the external iliac to the internal iliac can be performed prior to the graft placement. This can be a difficult operation and is only rarely used. A second option is the “sandwich technique,” [5] in which side-by-side grafts are placed into the external and internal iliac arteries. This method generally requires arm access for placement of the internal iliac graft, although contralateral femoral access may suffice for certain aortic endografts such as the AFX graft made by Endologix. Moreover, the sandwich technique can be problematic because of gutter leak. A final option, discussed in this case report, is a branched iliac graft, whether “home-made” or commercial. This option preserves internal iliac flow without requiring arm access or risk of gutter leak. However, home-made grafts are off-label and difficult to construct, while commercial iliac branched devices (IBDs) can be expensive, especially for bilateral CIAs.

IBD configurations have been classified as straight, helical, or bifurcated-bifurcated [6]. Multiple studies have found that current-generation IBDs can be implanted with success rates ranging from 75-100% [1,7-12]. It is apparent that results have improved over time with better device design [1,13,14]. Early published results using the Gore IBE, which was only recently approved by the FDA, have demonstrated excellent outcomes among carefully selected patients, with technical success of 93-95% and low morbidity [4,12].

However, there is still room for improvement in device design. According to Gray et al. [15], more than 40% of iliac aneurysms would not be amenable to therapy with the Cook Zenith Iliac Side Branch Stent Graft. Pearce et al. [16] found that only 35% of common iliac aneurysms would be eligible for Cook and Gore devices, based on their “Instructions for Use”. The major reason for exclusion was the internal iliac landing zone. IBD design must be enhanced to allow for shorter and more diseased landing zones.

Branch devices can be used for unilateral or bilateral iliac aneurysms. The few studies which investigated bilateral iliac aneurysms revealed that the IBDs can be effective in this condition [11,17-19]. One study mentioned the need to place a graft in a healthy aorta in order to support the IBD. The authors expressed hope that new IBDs would be developed which would be able to stand on their own in the iliac artery [20].

Conclusion

To our knowledge, no study has previously reported the use of bilateral Gore Excluder® IBE devices. The current case report demonstrates that in patients with suitable anatomy, bilateral IBEs can be deployed with good technical and clinical success. More study and literature will help to further reinforce this conclusion.
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